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RESUME

L'ensemble complet d'equations constItutives qul décrlt compléte-

ment 1e comportement des matériaux aux conditlones de la deformation

élasto-plastl.aue, est obtenu sur la base d'analyse thermodynamlaue du

proce5 de deformation. L'analyse est effective apres oue la decomoos111-

on matriculeile du graduent de deformation est tntrodulte dans la stru-

cture de la thermodynamlque avec les variables Internes. Nous décomno-

sons la fonctlon de 1'énerqte libre, nous déduisons les expressions pour

la contrlante, 1'entrople et le flux thermal, et nous établlssons 1*én-

uatlon evolutive. Flnalement, nous établlssons les restrictions thermo-

dynamlques du procés da deformation.

ABSTRACT

The complete set of constitutive equations which fullv describes

the behaviour of material In elastic-plastic deformation Is derived on

the basts of thermodynamlc analysis of the deformation process. The ana-

lysis Is done after the matrix decomposition of the deformation qradient

Is Introduced Into the structure of thermodynamics wjth Internal state

variables. We (teuuiupobe 4he free enerny functlon^erlve the expressions

for the stress response, entropy and heat flux, and establish the evolu-

tion equation. Finally, we establish the thermodynamlc restrictions of

the deformation process. (
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1. Introduction:;

In this paper we use the thermodynamics with Internal state varia-

bles developed In (ijand Lee's decomposition [2]to analyse the phenomenon

of elastic-plastic deformation and the structure of the laws which desc-

ribe that phenomenon.

We recall from C U that the constitutive equations for the material

with Internal state variables can be postulated as:

(U)

(II)

01)

• U«)

(15)

where f Is the Helmholtz free enerqy function per unit mass, F is the de-

formation qrad lent,-9- Is the absolute temperature, T Is the Cauchy stress

tensor,«2 Is the specific entropy per unit mass and J. Is the heat flux ve-

ctor. The presence of § - grad-0- in (1.4) arises because there is no heat

flow If there Is no temperature qradlent. By A we denote the set of In-

ternal state variables which In this paper can consist of several scal-

ar* and several second order tensors, I.e. A- {a,b,c,.. ,',JL ,A'j I£J> • •}

which describe the micro-structure of the material at • current instant

and which account for the disclocation mechanisms which cause the plas-

tic flow.The superimposed dot In (1.5) |s the appropriate time derivati-

ve Ck] . ^ . ;

The forms of the constitutive equations are further restricted by

the entropy principle and the principle of material objectivity £l] ,

such that, Instead of (I.1)-(1.5), we have:

y=
• t- t . Í . 1 fi-r)

• I , - , . : • \

•? .3 :•

•• • . ' , 1 : ' . > •:•. - •

(W)

under the condltlc* that
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In (1.6)-(1.11), J It the mats density and O F T F Is the rlqht Cauchy-

Green deformation tensor.

We now follow Lee £2} and Introduce the Intermldiate confIquration

by destresslnq the whole body from the current configuration and by re-

ducing the temperature to the Inltat value. The IntermldI ate.configurati-

on comprüses the pure plastic deformation, for thermal expansion and ela-

stic strain components are both zero. One can then establllsh £2] at each

point of the deformed body the decomposition

of the total deformation qradlent F Into Its pure (thermo) elastic part Fe

and pure plastic part F . > ;

In the next section we Investlqate what consequences the decomposi-

tion (1.12) Introduces Into the structure of the laws (1.6)-(l.10).

2. Constitutive laws !. '

First, we observe that the richt Cauchy-Green deformation tensors

correspondlnq to the total and elastic deformatton are connected throuqh

the relation

This, one can show, leads to the Indent!ty

(2.2)

from which we see that the left hand side has exactly the form correspo-

nding to pure elastic deformation F applied on the Intermidiate confi-

guration, providing that V presents the Helmholtz function correspondlnq

to that elastic defomatlon^CS). Assumlnq that the previous plastic de-

formation doesn't significantly Influence the elastic characteristics of

the material f6j and In view of (2.2), we suggest, In place of (1.6), ' :

the following representation for the Helmholtz function for the elastic-

plastic deformation.: . . - . , . , < i

where Ye «responds to termo-elastlc deformatton and Vp to pure plastic
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deformation. The constitutive laws (1.7) and (1.8) consequently become:

In this analysis we shall restrict ourselves to the Initial I sot ropy of

the material and the preservation of that I sotropy In the course of defo-

rmation. The function *t& 's then an Isotropic function of C and r in id

body rotation of the intermldiate conflauratlon doesn't Influence the

stress response (2.M. With renarde to the relation (2.5), the term-

expresses the elastic entropy carrespondlng to deformation F . Since

part of that deformation Is generated from the heat source produced hy

the dissipation of plastic work Into the heat, the correspondlnn entropy

increase Is Included In -'^'«/'D&". The contribution to the total entropy

associated with the dislocation structure and the plastic flow Is reore-

sented In (2.5) by the term -Wefob, £ 3 1 . In order that this Is not

Influenced by the rigid body rotation of intermidiate confInuration, we

must replace F by C In (2.3), I.e.
P P

Let's now substitute the decomposition (1.12) into the constitutive

equation (1.9). Since we reduce the temperature in the intermldiate confi-

guration to the Initial value, the heat flux j£ is dependent only on ela-

stic part F of the total deformation qradlent F. We shall further assume

that the thermal characteristics and the thermal response are not influe-

nced by previous plastic flow. Assuminq also that the material is therm-

ally Isotropic as It was mechanically, and that it preserves Its Istropy,

we can replace the constitutive equation (1.9) with '

m
0

where i Is an isotropic function of Its arguments, I.e.

It Is clear that (2.7) satisfies the principle of material objectivity.

It also doens't depend on rotation of Intermldiate (reference) confIou-

ra t Ion.

Finally, we consider the evolution equation (1.10). Since the cha-
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nge of the Internal structure of the material Is Induced by the micro-

proceses which cause plastic deformation C7,8],there Is no change in the

value of A unless there Is additional plastic deformation. Hence, we can

postulate,In place of (1.10), the evolution eguatlon In the form

where D •• sym (F f ) Is the plastic strechlnq tensor £ 3 3 . In particular

the function A In (2.10) has to be such that whenever 0 vanishes, A van-

ishes as well. Restricting further ourselves to the case of time-Indepe-

ndent plasticity (I.e. no viscous effects), the law (2.10) has to be ho-

mogenous of degree one In A and D , which suggests for it the followinq

expression

or, more specifically (since A= fa, b,c,... l

the scalars, such as a,

(2.11)

and for the tensors, such as <JLL;

where ( ) Is the appropriate corrotatlonal derivative , C»3

3. Thermodynamlc restrictions

Consider the energy

(2,15)

where u Is the specific Internal eneray per unit mass, r is the heat supp-

ly per unit mass and unit time,--£ v*i Is the heat flux Inflow per unit

mass, and w Is the stress power per unit mass

D being the stretching tensor. In £2j It Is shown that w can be splitted

Into the elastic an plastic part, such that:

¥71

I?:,;

|
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Therefore, ( 3 . 0 can be rcwrhriv as

Accordlnq to experiments £ W") , 90*. of plastic stress pownr IN ill-.-.i-

pated Into the heat. The.rust is stored In the deve lop Inn dislocation

system. We may then consider that the energy dissipated durinq the plas-

tic flow appears as a heal source In the elastic part of the deformation,

and accordingly we separate (1,6) Into two equations:

r Í3.V)«e = Vie. *•

ii.S)

where )f «»0.9. (In fact, if is lncreaslnq from 0.9. to 1,0 with ndvancinq

of plastic flow).

Consider now the Clauslus - Duhem inequality

li/J)

We recall that this Inequality was already explored In arrivinn at the

laws (1.6) - (1.10), under the condition (1.11). Nevertheless, we can

begin once again from its initial from (3.9), by rewrltlna It as

(l.lo)

Í3.44)

This we suagest to be splitted Into two relations:

i j. Z
S -0-

simple operations, we obtainNow, since

and since first two terms In (3.13) cancel each other, this reduces to

I • f •=. O Í3M)

which Is the classical condition for reversible processes,f5J .

Further, since Vr=--ttp- ^*lf > we cbtaln by similar procedure as

above,

•DA
; A
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We also recall that from (1.11) we now have

££ : Â £ O ii.iO
which corresponds to the Internal dlsslpotlon Inequality.

The relations (3.1M,(3.15) and (3.16) are the thermodynamlc res-

trictions Imposed on the elast'Ic-plastic deformation process.

U, Conclusions

The derived set of constitutive equations presents a basis for ana-

lysis of the behaviour of a material In elastic-plastic deformation. In

particular, we see that the elastic part of deformation Is noverned by

the classical finite-elasticity law, whereas the plastic part of deforma-

tion Is of the rate (Incremental) nature. Indeed, in the final formulation

of the theory, one has to construct the law for the plastic strechlnq and

then to appropriately combine It with elastic law. This has been done In

We note that In this analysis of time-Independet material, the only

restriction Imposed In the development of the theory Is the elastic I sot-

ropy of material and preservation of that isotropy durinq the course of

plastic deformation.
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